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Investigation of the coherent wave instability using the Siple
Station very-low-frequency (VLF) transmitter has led to an inter-
esting new experiment in which magnetospheric hiss is simu-
lated by controlled transmissions. One purpose of the study is
to determine whether the hiss generation mechanism is the
same as that for coherent emissions.

Magnetospheric hiss and chorus emissions are of increased
interest because similar phenomena have recently been dis-
covered in the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. Hiss and
chorus thus would appear to be present throughout the cosmos
wherever plasmas with magnetic fields exist. Along with other
types of waves, hiss and chorus are believed to play a major role
in the regulation of the radiation belts. They are evidence of an
important physical mechanism for the conversion of plasma
energy to electromagnetic waves.

To simulate the random fluctuations of VLF hiss without
lowering the average power of the Siple transmitter, we em-
ployed a repleated sequence (1 second long) of constant-ampli-
tude 10-millisecond pulses whose frequencies were chosen ran-
domly within a 400-hertz band. Propagation over the magne-
tosphenc paths from Siple Station to Roberval, Quebec was
accompanied by sufficient dispersion to cause appreciable over-
lap in time of pulses at different frequencies. It was expected,
therefore, that when the signal reached the equatorial plane
(main interaction region) the amplitude would show fluctua-
tions in time resembling those in actual random noise.

On several occasions the noise simulation format was suc-
cessfully recorded at Roberval. At times the received signal
spectra were indistinguishable from that of bandlimited white
noise; at other times it contained discrete rising-tone elements
like those found in natural "chorus." Two examples of simulated
hiss are shown in figure 1, where the transmitted "hiss" spec-
trum is displayed just below the received signal at Roberval.
Both show rising emissions beginning at the upper edge of the
hiss band. The only difference between the two formats is that
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Figure 1. Dynamic spectra of simulated hiss experiment. Lower
portions of each panel show the spectrum of the hiss as transmitted
from Siple Station. in the lower panel the frequency sequence Is the
negative (mirror image about the center frequency) of that in the
upper panel. Upper portions of each panel show the spectrum as
received at Roberval, Quebec. Natural hiss is present in the back-
ground. Each spectrum shows rising emissions triggered at the top
of the band, with a tendency for emissions to repeat at the recycling
period of 1 second. ("f(kHz)" denotes frequency in kilohertz; "RO"
denotes Roberval; "UT" çlenotes universal time; "s" denotes
second.)

in the lower one, the sequence of frequencies is reversed. It will
be seen that the triggered emissions in both panels exhibit the 1
second periodicity of the transmitted format. However, the
patterns are not the same in the two panels, thus demonstrating
the sensitivity of the triggering process to the frequency se-
quencing of the 10-millisecond wave packets.

To investigate whether triggering by the simulated hiss
would show a threshold effect similar to that seen in the growth
and triggering of emissions from coherent waves, we employed
the format shown in figure 2. Here the frequency sequencing is
the same as in the upper panel of figure 1, but the signal power
is stepped 2 decibels every 2 seconds; up in the upper panel and
down in the lower panel. It is clear that there was a background
of natural hiss which showed occasional triggering but was not
as active as the manmade hiss spectrum.

Since the pattern of the transmitted 10-millisecond wave
packets clearly affects the triggering, as demonstrated in figure
1, the question arises as to what happens over a period of time
when changing dispersion alters the phase relationships of
adjacent wave packets. An example is shown in figure 3, where
the data in the upper and lower panels were recorded nearly 2
hours apart and at different frequencies. In the upper panel, the
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Figure 2. Same as figure 1 except that the transmitted power is
changed In steps of 2 decibels every 2 seconds, upward to full power
In the upper panel and downward from full power in the lower panel.
Emissions are seen to be triggered only when the transmitted power
Is within 4 decibels of maximum. ("f(kHz)" denotes frequency in
kilohertz; "RO" denotes Roberval; "UT" denotes universal time; "5"
denotes second.)
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Figure 3. Same simulation format as in upper panel of figure 1 begins
at 32.2 seconds, but with expanded frequency and time scales.
Lower portion of each panel shows the amplitude of the envelope of
the received hiss. Spectrum of upper panel (where time is greater
than 32.2 seconds) resembles band-limited white noise, with a 5-
decibel range. Lower panel shows chorus-like structure and a 13-
decibel range. Strong signals prior to 1453:32.2 universal time are
emissions triggered by a single frequency transmitter pulse at 2.6
kilohertz. The triggered "hook" has about the same peak intensity
as the chorus-like elements. ("kHz" denotes kilohertz; "dB" denotes
decibel; "UT" denotes universal time.)

400-hertz simulated noiseband (starting at 32.2 seconds) resem-
bles bandlimited white noise. The 1-second repetition period is
clearly visible in the data. In the lower panel, on the other hand,
there are several well defined rising elements which resemble
those found in natural chorus.

The amplitude chart below the lower spectrum in figure 3
shows the enhancement in intensity of some of these elements,
including evidence of temporal growth. It is postulated that
these chorus-like elements are the result of "splicing" together a
series of 10-millisecond wave packets that happen to have the
frequency and phase relationships suitable for interacting co-
herently with the same counter-streaming electrons. Since such
ensembles of wave packets encounter the rising tone region first
[based on one theory for emission generation in which risers
and fallers are generated on the wave injection and wave recep-
tion sides of the equator, respectively (Helliwell 1967) 1, it is
therefore more likely that this region will produce discrete
emissions. As these fully formed risers travel across the equator
into the falling-tone region, they tend to suppress the growth of
fallers that might otherwise have been created. However, some
falling and constant tones have been observed in the hiss,
indicating that different combinations are possible.

A tentative conclusion from this experiment is that mid-
latitude VLF hiss may be just another aspect of the growth and
triggering mechanism found in coherent signals (for example,
chorus and VLF signals injected into the magnetosphere using
the Siple transmitter).

Further experiments on simulated hiss are planned for the
next phase of our Siple Station operations beginning in January
1986. With the planned improvements in the antenna system,
which will employ two crossed dipoles, it will be possible to
radiate a circularly polarized signal. In this case, we expect to
get a factor of two increase in the effective radiated power,
which will help to ensure that the simulated noise signal will
exceed the threshold for triggering.

Active wave-injection experiments, such as those underway
at Siple Station, will, we believe, play a crucial role in advancing
our understanding of wave-particle interactions in the
magnetosphere.

This work was supported by the Division of Polar Programs of
the National Science Foundation under grants DPP 83-18508 and
DPP 83-17092.
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